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Pronunciation Cards
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Effective and entertaining games
to practice English pronunciation, reinforce common sentence patterns, and use polite language.

Play a variety of games with
10 different decks of picture cards!
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**LOOK IN THE LAKE**

**Pronunciation Cards**

**Language Objectives**
- To pronounce clearly
- To listen carefully
- To distinguish words with similar sounds
- To distinguish singular and plural nouns with /s/, /z/ and /iz/ endings
- To practice polite language
  - Turn-taking
  - Repetition
  - Clarification
  - Confirmation
  - Thanking
  - Showing appreciation

Each purchase includes a **Teacher’s Resource CD**
- PowerPoint presentations
- Transparencies/Handouts
- How to play
- Word lists
- Plurals
- Sentence patterns
- Game rules and objectives
  - Look in the Lake
  - Look in the Lake Quick Pairs
  - Look in the Lake Concentration
  - and more!

**DECK 1**
**Ducks and Dogs**
- bat/s/
- bath/z/
- bone/z/
- book/s/
- bowl/z/
- box/z/
- bus/z/
- cart/z/
- dog/z/
- duck/z/
- ton/z/
- tongue/z/

**DECK 2**
**Beads and Beds**
- bead/z/
- bed/z/
- horse/z/
- hose/z/
- house/z/
- sack/s/
- scale/z/
- skull/z/
- sock/s/
- stamp/s/
- stump/s/
- toe/z/
- two/z/

**DECK 3**
**Snakes and Snacks**
- ace/iz/
- ax/iz/
- crab/iz/
- crib/z/
- hat/s/
- heel/z/
- hill/z/
- hut/s/
- snack/s/
- snake/s/
- tire/z/
- tower/z/
- X/iz/

**DECK 4**
**Maps and Mops**
- can/z/
- cane/z/
- comb/z/
- cone/z/
- knot/s/
- map/s/
- mop/s/
- nut/s/
- peg/z/
- pig/z/
- sax/iz
- six/iz/

**DECK 5**
**Vans and Fans**
- bass/iz/
- cab/iz/
- cap/s/
- cuff/s/
- cup/s/
- desk/s/
- dish/iz/
- fan/iz/
- fist/s/
- van/iz/
- vase/iz/
- vest/s/
- vine/iz/

**DECK 6**
**Shins and Chins**
- chain/z/
- chin/z/
- shack/s/
- shin/z/
- ten/z/
- tent/s/
- tenth/s/
- three/z/
- track/s/
- tree/iz/
- truck/s/
- watch/iz/
- witch/iz/

**DECK 7**
**Locks and Rocks**
- awl/iz/
- dress/iz/
- file/iz/
- fire/iz/
- flag/iz/
- frog/iz/
- lake/iz/
- lock/iz/
- oar/iz/
- rake/iz/
- road/iz/
- rock/iz/
- rose/iz/

**DECK 8**
**Pans and Pens**
- cat/s/
- church/i/z/
- coat/s/
- cot/s/
- judge/iz/
- mask/s/
- match/iz/
- pan/iz/
- pen/iz/
- pine/iz/
- week/s/
- wick/s/
- wig/iz/

**DECK 9**
**Nurses and Noses**
- bear/iz/
- beer/iz/
- fork/s/
- fox/iz/
- nose/iz/
- nose/iz/
- pear/iz/
- pier/
- ring/iz/
- thigh/iz/
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